Dear Sir,

It is well known that chronic renal failure (CRF) is associated with multiple gastrointestinal symptoms and that some of these are relieved when hemodialysis (HD) is initiated [1]. Esophagitis and gastritis are diagnoses used to explain the upper digestive complaints of patients on HD. Endoscopy can confirm these diagnoses which are often the cause of bleeding [2].

The catastrophic picture of spontaneous rupture of the esophagus in patients on HD has been only reported one time [3] while spontaneous rupture of the stomach has not yet been reported. In the general population, this picture is also very rare. Up to 1986, only 72 cases had been reported [4] and thereafter, only a few more cases have been published [5-8], none in patients on HD.

A 60-year-old female experienced an acute low substernal pain radiating to her neck and back coinciding with intensification of her chronic vomiting. On arrival to the emergency room, the patient was hypotensive and appeared acutely ill. She developed cardiorespiratory arrest. After successful resuscitation, she was admitted to our Intensive Care Unit.

Her systolic blood pressure was 50 mm Hg. Her abdomen was distended and tympanic. Plain abdomen X-ray revealed pneumoperitoneum. A gastric perforation was suspected and she underwent surgery a few hours later. She had been well until 1 year before admission when she developed fatigue and anorexia. Some months later, she started experiencing vomiting. An upper gastrointestinal X-ray examination with barium showed no abnormalities. Kidney size was 10 cm bilaterally, and there were no irregularities of the kidney silhouette. Laboratory data showed: creatinine 1,280 µmol/l (14.5 mg%), hematocrit 25%, hemoglobin 8.6 g/l, serum immunoglobulins and complement were normal. Urine protein 2.5 g/ day. Urine culture was sterile.
The patient was diagnosed as having CRF of unknown etiology and enrolled on chronic HD. She continued to vomit during HD sessions and at home. A new upper gastrointestinal series was normal.

One month prior to her admission, she experienced substernal chest pain that subsided spontaneously.

At laparotomy, abundant air was noted in her abdomen. A longitudinal tear was found in the area of the lesser curvature of the stomach. No other abnormalities were found. The stomach tear was sutured in two layers. Two hours later, she had a cardiac arrest from which she could not be resuscitated.

Spontaneous rupture of the stomach and esophagus are both rare entities. Certain factors such as gastric dilatation can facilitate rupture [9]. An abnormal gastric distension can precipitate rupture usually along the lesser curvature.

Another reported cause of spontaneous rupture is repetitive and violent vomiting. In this setting, the tear is usually located in the greater curvature [10].

In our case, recurrent vomiting was the likely cause of stomach rupture which occurred in the lesser curvature. The clinical presentation was not different from reported cases and similar to the only reported case of esophagus rupture in a patient on HD.

This isolated case of spontaneous rupture of the stomach in a population of many thousands of chronic dialysis patients reinforces the rarity of this disease.
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